Overton Open 2018 – Terms & Conditions

The exhibition is open to entrants aged 18 and over, resident anywhere in the UK.

Entrants may submit one piece of art work each.

Entries may be in any 2 dimensional medium, including painting, original prints and photographs and on any subject. Entries must be no larger than 1.5m along the longest dimension.

Artwork must arrive with suitable fixings for hanging on a wall.

Entries must be delivered to the gallery between Thursday 30th August and Sunday 2nd September. Each entry must be accompanied by

- a submission fee of £5
- the price of the work (including commission of 20%) or a statement that it is not for sale
- a signed copy of these terms and conditions

The selection committee will decide which entries will be exhibited and will email entrants accordingly by Wednesday 5th September. The selection committee's decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into.

Unaccepted work must be collected from the gallery between Thursday 6th September and Sunday 9th September.

Accepted work will be exhibited at the gallery from Friday 7th September to Friday 26th October.

Unsold work/work not for sale must be collected from the
gallery between Thursday 1st November and Sunday 4th November.

Work will be submitted and displayed at the artist's risk – Edge at Overton and The Ship can accept no liability for any loss or damage which may occur to submitted or exhibited items.

Edge at Overton may photograph the work and use the image to publicize the gallery and this exhibition.

By signing below, artists signify that they accept these conditions and that they own the intellectual property rights to the work submitted.

Entry title:

Medium:

Artist details:

• Name:

• Address:

• Telephone:

• Email:

Artist's signature: